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THE MAN AND THE IDEOLOGY BEHIND BROOKS 

Nilanjan Bhowal, Founder and Principal Architect of Design Consortium,
is one of India’s leading practitioners of green design and sustainable
thinking since 1995. As an architect, Nilanjan has spent over two and a
half decades, incorporating sustainable practices in his projects
spanning the length and breadth of the country. Known as the green
evangelist, Nilanjan has designed India's first 5-star rated green home by
TERI & North India's first IGBC rated Platinum green home.  

Committed to the principles of green design and advocating the
idea of living in harmony with nature, he has created a niche for
himself in energy-efficient architecture. With that said, all the Brooks
properties are living case studies of how sustainable living can be
married to the idea of comfort and serenity.



Our Design
ORGANI.TECH.TURE

Contemporary luxury in
harmony with nature 

At Brooks Cocoon, we embody organic existence through
sustainable technology and architecture that breathes. We do not
encroach upon the natural environment of the place and reflect the
core values of sustainability, comfort, art, and modernity.

All this is synthesized through contemporary design forms which are
aesthetically pleasing while being organic and technologically
advanced at the same time. Organic Architecture is inspired by the two
strong forces of nature and technology.



Welcome to 
your haven 

This is Brooks Cocoon.

Designed for you to experience the warmth of nature under the
night sky and cocooned with nature. The city you just left
behind knows no sleep, but here in this beautiful home, under
that starry sky, reacquaint yourself with your dreams. 

This is not just a place in the woods. 

It’s YOUR safe space. 

It’s YOUR habitat. 

It has everything that you have always wanted it to be. 
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Scenic Location
Brooks Cocoon in Uroli is situated just 388kms away
from Delhi that takes you to a breathtaking world at
the foothills of the Himalayas.

Yoga, trekking, bird watching and so much more!  
Explore and find yourself experiencing everything
where your imagination takes you. 

Surreal Experiences

Sustainable Architecture
Cocoon's remarkable copyright structure has taken its
inspiration from nature and its ability to provide you with
the warmth and security of a home. These sustainable
pods are built to harmoniously blend with nature as one! 
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Placed amidst the pine groves of the hills

24x7 Security for you and your family

A wondrous putting green 

Modular structure

Interiors in consonance to natureCentralised parking with golfcart access

Features
Easily accessible via road, railway and airport

A unique and exclusive design

Futuristic & smart fixtures 

Energy-efficient ecohome
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The
Layout
Did you ever imagine that your home could be a
stacked group of unique pods, where every pod
defined its own space and was curated for a very
specific function?

The lower-level comprises of living room, kitchen,
dining room, a master bedroom, two washrooms and
additional space for help or utility. The upper-level
pods consists of two master rooms with their
respective en suites. 

All the pods have an open view of the lawns, pine
trees, and the golf putting field located within Brooks
Cocoon. The structures are designed to make you
feel snug, yet embrace nature and immerse yourself
in its natural beauty.

Upper levelLower level



Site Map 
Lawns

Pond

Pathways

Putting Green

Parking
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In the heart of the Brooks Cocoon, enjoy
the picturesque views and putting greens
where you can truly unwind. Let go of your
notification 'dings' and 'putt' instead,
because a good putt has a melody of
happiness to it! 

Home is where
habits have a 
habitat
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It’s time for you to pack your bags, load
everything up in your car and make that
pleasant drive from Delhi to your Brooks
Cocoon home in Uroli. If you’re wondering
what route to take, here are some simple
directions to guide you on your way.

Driving
from Delhi?



Look up and immerse yourself in
the magic of night skies.
The starry sky at Brooks Cocoon beckons you! 
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Designed for
peace and
serenity 
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